Event
Massage
Please feel
free to
distribute
this flyer.

Balance@Work offers to bring something special
to your event that is exceptional for your guests. A
relaxing and dynamic experience makes your event
stand out from the crowd and leaves your guests
feeling relaxed and refreshed.
Your event massage package can be customized to
ensure that your clients and guests receive a personal
experience that leaves them feeling truly valued.
Balance@Work adds value to your events:
» Exhibitions - raise the profile of your stand, increase
traffic, draw crowds.
» Product Launches - promote new products and
services in a memorable way.
» Corporate Events - health initiative days,
motivational incentives, reward schemes, corporate
hospitality events, sporting events.
» Club Med, WEF Forum, Autosalon Geneva, DIA
Congress, Personal Swiss, Swiss Indoors & many
others.

Balance@Work GmbH
Lettenweg 118
CH - 4123 Allschwil
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+41 61 55 105 55
+41 61 55 105 56
info@chairmassage.ch
www.chairmassage.ch

Dynamic
Refreshing
Relaxing

Event massage
What it is
Chair massage | Seated massage
The term “chair massage” describes the acupressure
technique that is performed while the client sits fully
clothed on a special chair. We focus on key tension
areas in the shoulders, neck, back, head, arms and
hands in less than 10 minutes!

Mobile massage

Your benefits
» Helps to relieve muscle stiffness and stress-induced
tension.
» Releases endorphins (feel-good hormone) into the
blood stream.

Our company
Balance@Work GmbH (since 2005) together with
its licensed therapists offers event- and workplace
health measures nationally and internationally.
Our goal is to reduce job stress, increase motivation
and happiness at the workplace.

» Reduces fatigue, anxiety and depression.
Staying dressed and publicly visible has had a
tremendous impact on how people perceive massage.
With seated massage there is no mystery or fear of the
unknown.
Now everyone can enjoy the many benefits of massage
and it is perfectly acceptable to watch someone, or be
seen, getting a chair massage.

» Helps provide better quality of sleep.

I challenge you to call us, invite us and first try our
services for free.

» Increases employee loyalty, motivation and boosts
your morale.
» A cost-effective and innovative way to attract
more customers to your event!

!
Happily yours
Cornelis Bezuijen
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